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Every pastor wants the sermon to be an important tool for maturing those listening in the pews.

Having a preaching plan is an essential part of this process. If a preacher's messages are scattered,

unrelated to one another, or haphazardly prepared, it can be difficult for those in the congregation to

make connections to aid their spiritual growth.Preaching with a Plan encourages and equips pastors

to develop a cohesive preaching plan to guide their choice of Scripture, topics, and concepts on

which to expound on Sunday mornings. It answers four critical questions for pastors, including:Who

plans preaching?Why should I plan my preaching?What kinds of preaching plans are

available?How do I put together a preaching plan?Moving quickly from theory to practice, Preaching

with a Plan helps pastors develop an entire year's worth of sermons designed to educate, enrich,

and nurture mature believers.
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I guess I was expecting more.There is nothing wrong with this book, you may love it. I wanted the

author to suggest possible texts to preach through for new congregations, for rebuilding

congregations, for dying or carnal congregations, etc. Perhaps that is just to hard to call. But I did at

least expect some sample preaching schedules. Everything else about the book is fine. Oh, nothing

I didn't get in seminary, but it was a ok. Just nothing new or enlightening.

Clear and Concise, Gibson's book makes it clear that a "plan" doesn't mean a lack of spontaneity ...



it simply means taking intelligent steps to carefully disciple those people God has given each

minister so they, too, can find and obey God's plan for their lives. Excellent advice!

It was a good read. I like the focus of preaching on discipleship and planning ahead. I appreciate the

thoughts and the study that Mr. Gibson shares in the book. There is also a great resource for further

reading in the notes.

A bit obvious, but helpful--especially for those beginning a ministry. I suspect most pastors have

something like this in place (although the author mentions a surprising exception).

Book was adequate. I am a bible expositor looking for more direct information regarding teaching

through books of the bible. This author spelled out many different approaches which was not as

practical in my setting.

Scott wrote a book I can put into practice.

Covers all the basics.
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